**Education Ring Schedule**

**SATURDAY  10:00 – 5:00**

10:00  **Presenting the Breeds** – Introducing the **Norwegian Forest Cat** and other breeds by visitors’ choice. Visitors may meet cats individually and ask questions of our breeders and judges.

11:00  **Solving the Mystery of the Ribbons** – CFA Judge Carolyn Osier

12:00  **The EveryCat Health Foundation Hit Parade** – Some of the most important research that EveryCat has funded since 1968 including recent advancements in FIP treatment – Virginia Rud CVT, Outreach and Education Specialist

1:00   **Stuffed Animal Contest** - Children 12 years old and under are invited to enter their favorite stuffed animal for fun and judging each day. Prizes are awarded.

2:00   **How to Harness Train Your Cat** - Blanca Osorio from Purrfashion

3:00   **Presenting the Breeds** – Introducing the **Oriental Shorthair** and other breeds by visitor’s choice. Visitors may meet cats individually and ask questions of our breeders and judges.

**SUNDAY  10:00 – 5:00**

10:00  **Colors and Patterns in the Domesticated Cat** – CFA Judge Pat Jacobberger

11:00  **Introducing the Persian and Its care** and other breeds by visitors’ choice. Visitors may meet and ask questions about cats on exhibit.

12:00  **Is This an Emergency?** – What is and isn’t a true feline emergency – Virginia Rud, CVT, EveryCat Health Foundation, Outreach and Education Specialist

1:00   **Stuffed Animal Contest** - Children 12 years old and under are invited to enter their favorite stuffed animal for fun and judging each day. Prizes are awarded.

2:00   **How to Safely Board your Cat** - Lindsey Nugent from PURRology SPaw and Retreat

3:00   **Introducing the American Shorthair** and other breeds by visitors’ choice. Visitors may meet and ask questions about cats on exhibit.